
Malawi Amoto 
‘Flames of Fire’ 

Malawi Amoto Editorial 
  

In the previous issue of Malawi Amoto 

we introduced the theme of change 

which is blowing through SIM Malawi. 

This issue continues that theme. 

  

We have an interview with our new 

Country Director, Mike Hammond, as he 

takes over the role from Hans-Jörg 

Richter. 

  

We find out about how SIM Malawi’s 

flood-relief work will change and take a 

new direction. 

  

And we see how a sewing project could 

change the lives of the ladies involved. 

  

To contact us, or for more information 

about Malawi Amoto, please email: 

malawi.communications@sim.org 

  

Previous issues of Malawi Amoto are 

available at: http://www.simmalawi.org/

images-of-sim-malawi/malawi-amoto-

emagazine/ 
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December 2014 saw a big change in the leadership of SIM Malawi. As 

we reported in the last issue, Hans-Jörg Richter stood down as the 

Country Director of SIM Malawi and Mike Hammond was appointed 

in his place.  
Mike, together with his wife Jacky (pictured below) and sons Joshua and 

Christopher, joined SIM Malawi in 2005 when they came out to establish 

the HOPE for AIDS work. Under their tenure, HOPE for AIDS has 

developed a wide range of projects aimed at ‘Impacting the HIV & AIDS 

Crisis’, one of the five priority areas of work for SIM Malawi. 
One of his first tasks after taking over as Country Director was to attend the 

Global Leaders’ Summit in Malaysia. On his return, Malawi Amoto asked 

Mike about his hopes and aspirations for his new role. 
  
What are your thoughts about your new role?  
Firstly, I am humbled by the support that people have given me, that they 

even thought that I could take on this role. It has never been something that 

I aspired to, but with HJ moving on to his new role, the time seemed to be 

right, even though it may not have been of my choosing. In all of this I look 

to God as sovereign and trust that he knows 

what he is doing. I pray he will reveal to me, 

one step at a time, what I should be doing as 

my guess is that I would be completely 

overwhelmed if I saw the whole picture at the 

outset. 
  
What are your hopes and fears for the 
new role? 

My prayerful hope is that I will be able to care 

for each of the missionaries in our team and 

serve their ministries well, and that I would be 

a faithful steward of the Gospel and of all that 

God has entrusted to us at SIM Malawi.  I also 

Trusting  that 
God knows what 

He’s doing! 

Continued on page 2 



know that I can’t be an effective 

leader if I am trying to do things on 

my own, and so I pray that I will be 

able to work well together with the 

rest of the team. 
  
Will there be any change in 
the direction SIM Malawi is 
going in under your 
leadership? 
I don’t think there will be any 

significant change of direction. We 

are part of SIM internationally, and 

so our direction is guided from that 

level, and it is already looking at how 

we can more effectively take the 

good news of Jesus Christ to those 

who have least heard of Him, and to 

disciple them into faith and onward 

into maturity of faith. This 

particularly builds on our current 

focus areas of Pursue the Unreached 

and Advance Mission, but also on the 

other areas of Build the Church, 

Reach Children & Youth, and Impact 

the HIV & AIDS Crisis. 
But clearly, HJ and I are different 

people with different backgrounds, 

gifts and personalities, so I am sure 

my leadership style will be different. 

HJ is very highly productive, very 

focused, whereas I am a lot more laid

-back kind of guy. Hopefully I will 

be just as productive, but in a 

different way. 
  
How does the family feel 
about your new role? 
Well we are already reduced by one, 

as Joshua has left us here in Malawi 

to commence university studies in 

Australia. Jacky is the greatest 

personal assistant a leader could 

have, and she has fully supported me 

taking up the role. I think Chris has 

acknowledged the change with little 

passing comment! 
  
When you came to Malawi 
was this your first time as a 
missionary in the field? 
Jacky had been part of short-term 

mission trips to Albania (in Europe) 

while it was still a fairly closed 

communist state. We had visited 

some missionary friends on the field. 
  
What did you find when you 
first came out? 
We joined a team of faithful 

missionaries committed to sharing 

the Gospel. We came to a church that 

has had 100 years of mission 

involvement, with some passionate 

leaders, but more are needed. Many 

Malawians claim to be Christian but 

the reality is that many do not live 

this out day to day. We came to a 

country struggling with poverty, with 

HIV-AIDS, and other issues common 

to many countries around the world. 
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Continued on page 3 Mike working with a group of HOPE for AIDS workers 

Life in Malawi is not always straightforward! 



Together our desire is to bring the 

love and hope of Jesus Christ to those 

who are perishing without him. 
  
Will a new director for 
HOPE for AIDS Malawi be 
sought? 
I mentioned to Dave Bremner, our 

regional deputy international director, 

that I believe I need to continue at 

least part- time in the HOPE for 

AIDS role to keep my feet on the 

ground and involved with the church 

at a local congregation level. We are 

also looking at integrating as much of 

HOPE for AIDS into the mainline 

church ministries as we can. So in 

answer to the question, not in the 

immediate future, as I will still be 

involved and Jacky will pick up a bit 

more of the general supervision, as 

she has done over the last seven 

weeks while I have been away. 
  
How is HOPE for AIDS 
Malawi different now 
compared with when you 
took over? 
When we arrived, HOPE for AIDS 

Malawi was in its infancy. God has 

graciously provided personnel and 

funds for us significantly to expand, 

such that we are touching on the 

many aspects of life where HIV & 

AIDS has damaged communities, 

families, relationships, and 

individuals. We work with those who 

are sick and those caring for them, 

we come alongside orphans and their 

guardians, and we train youth, 

married couples and church leaders in 

how to make courageous godly 

choices about lifestyle. This was the 

vision of those who began the work 

before us, and we hope we have been 

faithful to that vision and to our God 

who has provided for the ministries. 
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W e are approaching that time 

of year when all SIM 

Malawi missionaries and families 

on the field will decamp to the 

Kamuzu Academy for our annual 

Spiritual Life Conference (SLC).  
For those who are unfamiliar with 

this event, it is a chance for everyone 

to meet up and share what God has 

been doing in their life and ministry 

over the last year as well as enjoying 

good Bible teaching, and fellowship 

with each other. 
Our speaker this year will be Victor 

Nakah from CURE International. 

Three of our missionaries work at the 

CURE hospital here in Blantyre, 

Malawi. 
Victor Nakah joined CURE 

International as the Senior Vice-
President for Spiritual Ministry. He is 

an ordained minister in the 

Presbyterian Church. He is both a 

Langham and Overseas Council 

scholar and he has a PhD in 

Systematic Theology from 

Stellenbosch University near Cape 

Town, South Africa. 
Prior to joining CURE, Victor served 

as the Africa Regional Director of 

Overseas Council International. For 

ten years, he was the President of the 

Theological College of Zimbabwe 

(TCZ). He was the associate pastor at 

the City Presbyterian Church in 

Bulawayo and also served with 

Scripture Union (SU) and the 

Fellowship of Christian Unions 

(FOCUS-IFES) in Zimbabwe. 
Victor and his wife, Nosizo, have 

three daughters and live in Bulawayo, 

Zimbabwe. 
Please pray for Victor as he prepares 

to lead the SLC, accompanied by his 

wife Nosizo, and also for Anj 

Clapham and Margie Burgess as they 

continue with the organisation for the 

event. 

Spiritual Life Conference 2015 

HOPE for AIDs workers on their way to a home visit 



J anuary 2015 saw Malawi hit 

by devastating cyclonic winds 

and torrential rains over 

three days, which left many dead, 

thousands homeless and crops, 

homes and businesses destroyed. 

SIM Malawi and the Africa 

Evangelical Church (AEC) rose to 

the challenge of helping people in 

the Nsanje District south of 

Blantyre where some 60,000-plus 

homeless people were being 

sheltered in more than 20 camps. 

Regular deliveries of aid have been 

made by SIM Malawi and AEC but 

things are starting to take a new 

direction, as SIM Malawi’s Relief  
Co-ordinator Peter Ong explained 

when he spoke to Malawi Amoto. 
 
How have things gone over 
the last few months with the 
work of SIM Malawi and the 
Africa Evangelical Church? 
Things have been going well. To date 

we have made four deliveries, with 

more planned. In all we are hoping to 

make six or seven deliveries. 
  
They are deliveries of what? 
We are delivering bags of Ufa [maize 

flour], up to three tonnes at a time, 

plus blankets, Likuni Phala, which is 

a vitamin-fortified maize/soya 

porridge which is especially good for 

kids, and those who are 

malnourished, and also things like 

soya pieces. 
 
You have been making 
regular trips to the camps. 
What difference have you 
seen in the camps you have 
been visiting? 
I think we are making some 

difference. We visited Ndamera at 

the border with Mozambique and at 

that particular camp there are about 

1,700 people. When we arrived, their 

storehouses were all empty so they 
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In the special floods issue of 

Malawi Amoto we spoke 

about the devastating floods 

which hit Malawi in January 

2015 and the impact these 

had on thousands of people 

in the south of the country. 

SIM Malawi and the Africa 

Evangelical Church 

responded to this event but 

now they are changing their 

focus, as SIM Malawi’s flood 

relief co-ordinator Peter Ong 

explained 
(Above) A view of the main camp in Bangula shortly after the floods hit

(Below) One of the houses in the town destroyed by the floods 

Continued on page 5 



had been without food for a couple of 

days so they really appreciated that 

we had come with ufa and blankets  

which will help them for a couple of 

days. 
  
What is the long term for SIM 
Malawi and AEC in terms of 
aid relief? 
There are two phases to the project. 

The first is the delivery of relief 

material for the people living in the 

camps. The second phase is to help 

the people as they return to their 

communities for rebuilding, 

Depending on the funds that we get, 

we hope to be able to provide for the 

needs of people who have lost crops 

from the floods, to allow them to do 

replanting, We are providing them 

with seeds and hoes, so they can have 

crops for the rest of the year. 
Things are fluid at the moment, so we 

will see when people move out of the 

camps then co-ordinate with the AEC 

to identify those who will receive the 

seeds for the replanting. 
Although SIM Malawi is not a relief 

agency, we just felt compelled to 

offer some assistance in the midst of 

the suffering and the hardship which 

is being experienced. 
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A s thoughts turn from relief 

work to rebuilding, it is 

important to consider the 

psychological effects of the floods on 

people as well as the physical. One 

of Sports Friends coaches, Mausa 

Jackson from Makhanga on the east 

bank of the Shire River, runs a 

football team in the village and he 

tells of how he and his team had to 

be rescued by helicopter and boat as 

the flood waters rose. 
Many homes in the village were 

damaged or destroyed and it was a 

traumatic time for people as they tried 

to escape the rising water and get to 

safety. Mausa tells the story of one 

young boy, Billy (right), and the 

trauma he went through as he tried to 

get to safety. 
The boy, aged ten or 12 years old, was 

wading through shallow water to get 

to the rescue boat which was moored 

a little way out in the river. He was 

being taken to the boat by his 

grandfather. 
 It was at this point that tragedy 

struck, as the boy’s grandfather was 

attacked and killed by a crocodile. 

The boy wanted to help his 

grandfather but had to be taken away 

from the danger by other people 

fleeing for the safety of the boat. 

This story was 

reported to 

Malawi Amoto 

by Sports 

Friends 

Fostance Mtolo. 

He said: 

“Mausa’s 

football team 

often went 

around the area 

of the east bank 

playing football 

and sharing the 

Gospel of Jesus. Mausa is hopeful that 

they will be able to do this again, but 

he also realises that the boys will need 

a lot of counselling because of what 

they have seen and experienced 

through the floods and their 

aftermath.” 
There are probably many more similar 

stories to this young boy’s, and it is 

important that we pray for the 

psychological healing of people 

affected by the floods as well as their 

physical recovery. 
The town of Makhanga itself is still 

isolated as a result of the floods, 

which caused one river to completely 

change its course as the original 

channel silted up with sand washed 

down from the mountains. 

When disaster turns to tragedy 

If you would like 
to help 

 
SIM Malawi has established a 

project MW96759, to which 

donations may be made via your 

local SIM office  
  

Donations can be made to the SIM 

International Disaster Relief Fund 

ZZ88600. 
 

SIM offices 
worldwide 

SIM International 
http://www.sim.org 

  
SIM Australia 

http://www.sim.org.au/ 
  

SIM Brazil 
http://simbrasil.org.br/ 

  
SIM Canada 

http://www.sim.ca/  
  

SIM East Asia 
http://simeast.com/ 

  
SIM Korea 

http://simkorea.org/  
  

SIM New Zealand 
http://sim.org.nz/ 

  
SIM OCLA (South America) 

http://misionessim.org/   
  

SIM South Africa  
http://sim.org.za/ 

  
SIM Switzerland  
http://sim.ch/   

  
SIM UK/Europe 
http://sim.co.uk/ 

  
SIM USA  

http://simusa.org/ 
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Our People Out There 
 

‘Tiyamike’  
Let Us Give Thanks 

S ometimes people looking to 

come out on the mission field 

have a particular set of skills 

and training which they are not 

sure will be useful in this context. 

Often they look to develop a new 

set of skills which will have more 

use in the missions setting. Such is 

the case with Jo Ong. 
She trained in Industrial Design, 

which included things such as graphic 

design, product design and so on, but 

then went for teacher training when 

she felt the call to missions work. 
Now a combination of those 

industrial-design skills and her 

teaching experience have come 

together in a new project she has set 

up. That project is ‘Tiyamike’ – the 

Chichewa word for ‘Let us give 

thanks’. 
  
Give thanks for skills 
“Tiyamike is a sewing project with 

ladies, initially, from a local Africa 

Evangelical Church (AEC) here in 

Blantyre, but eventually it will reach 

out to others,” Jo said. 

“I came up with the name of 

the project because I want to 

give thanks for the skills 

which God has given to me 

and I can pass on to other 

people, and I hope that they 

will want to give thanks for 

the new skills they learn 

which will help them in their 

everyday lives. 
“I started working with five 

ladies but word spread and 

another four joined the group. 

I had to stop at nine because 

Continued on page 7 

As the first group of ladies 

‘graduate’ from the 

Tiyamike Sewing Project, 

we talk to its founder Jo 

Ong about how it came 

about, what it has achieved 

so far and what the future 

holds 

(Top) Ladies hard at work 

in Tiyamike Sewing Project 

(Right) One of the first 

graduates taking home her 

sewing machine! 



we only have five machines!” 
Jo has been keen on sewing since her 

mum taught her how to hand-sew 

and use a machine when she was 

about seven. And she has already 

started passing on these skills to her 

own seven-year-old daughter, 

Teaghan, and to their Malawian 

house worker, Chrissie. 
This training has been using electric 

machines, but Jo bought five treadle-
operated sewing machines which she 

uses to train the AEC ladies. Initially 

the training will allow them to get 

used to the machines, not necessarily 

an instinctive thing for most 

Malawians, to teach basic stitches 

and, for example, to allow them to 

mend clothes or to make school 

uniforms for their children. 
  
Testing the market 
“When I started thinking about this 

project I felt I needed to test the 

market so I made a range of bags, 

purses and other things to sell at a 

school fair. The response was very 

positive and the items sold well. This 

leads me to think that there is a 

market there, especially for ex-pats 

who want to take or send Malawian 

products to friends and family back 

home,” said Jo. 
“The ladies are learning well but the 

hardest thing was learning how to 

use the treadle. Having learned some 

basic skills they are now working on 

perfecting them. At the moment the 

ladies are working on ‘souvenirs’ for 

which I ‘pay’ them every week. The 

products are then sold at local school 

fairs. Profits, in the way of points, go 

to the ladies to enable them to ‘buy’ 

their machine.” 
  
Teaching teenagers 
But there is another side to Tiyamike, 

and that is working with teenage girls 

to teach them how to sew. Jo and 

Pete, as part of their primary ministry 

working with children and youth, run 

a Kids Club at their house. Jo is 

looking to teach the older girls some 

basic hand-sewing to help them. 
“Sewing used to be taught in school 

in Malawi so girls were being taught 

these skills from an early age. But it 

has recently been dropped from the 

curriculum, so the girls do not know 

how to do simple things like repairs 

or even sewing buttons on to clothes. 

Working with the Kids Club, another 

part of our work in Malawi, has 

given me a willing group of girls 

who want to learn, and I pray that 

this will also help them,” said Jo. 
  
First graduates 
 “As for the main part of the work, 

we are looking to have a new group 

of ladies every six months and hope 

the first group will ‘graduate’ before 

Pete and I go on Home Assignment 

so they can then take their machines 

away. I am hoping to start a new 

group after Home Assignment. 
“I am sure the ladies from this first 

group will be able to repair clothes 

and make new garments and, for 

some of the more gifted, be able to 

set up in business for themselves, 

also that some may be able to come 

back to the project as teachers for 

future groups.” 
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Jo’s Malawian house worker Chrissie concentrating hard   

BREAKING NEWS 
 Saturday 6 June saw the colourful graduation ceremony for these first 

nine ladies – a very proud and happy moment!! 


